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It was essential we should find a camping site before dark.
Charlie mopped his brow and shouted, " On—on—hurry ! "
to the chauffeur. Would anyone have suspected it was so
hard to get away from people ?
We decided to pursue a sandy track that seemed to lead
towards a distant clump of trees by the sea. The dust and
the sounds of the main road were soon lost, dusk was falling;
we must succeed this time, it was our last chance.
The road ended, like the others, with a gate and a notice-
board : " No trespassing—no camping—no hunting." Our
feelings were indescribable. The sun had set. The place was
exactly what we dreamed. A woodof tall, shiny, naked-stemmed
eucalyptus trees, and the smell of them mingled with the smell
of the sea. We sent a messenger to the proprietor begging
leave to remain. He came forth in person, a burly red-faced
farmer.
" Mr. Chaplin, we can refuse you nothing, the place is yours.
You may do what you please. There is a duck preserve and
you may shoot to your heart's content."
" Thank you. And please . . ." said Charlie, " I would
like no one to know."
The fanner promised, " You shall be undisturbed/'
While five tents were being pitched on the outskirts of the
wood, we walked over the sand dunes to the sea.   The sua
had left a crimson afterglow which was reflected by the waves
as they broke one on another sluggishly.
Charlie said we must bend down and look at it between our
legs, because it was more impressive upside down! He was
ecstatic with appreciation of the night. Dick too was inar-
ticulate with joy. To camp has ever been his idea of perfect
bliss.
Late into the night I sat with Charlie over the camp fire.
A half-moon rose and little veils of mist swept like gossamer
over the dunes. The shiny eucalyptus branches cast dark
shadows, and their tapering leaves dripped on to the dry hard
ground beneath; mingling with the rhythmic roar of the sea
were the night bird cries. One by one the lanterns in the camp
flickered out. Charlie sat huddled before the flames, an
elemental creature, with long nervous fingers raking the embers

